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Demon's Mercy Mar 24 2022 A fairy falls in lust with a vampire-demon she’s meant to kill in
this paranormal romance from the New York Times–bestselling author of Fallen. Duty meets
desire . . . Mercy O’Malley hates killing people. So when she’s assigned to take out VampireDemon Logan Kyllwood, she lures him to a seedy bar in Scotland—then decides to kidnap him
instead. How can she cold-bloodedly end all that heat, those green eyes…that ripped body?
Unfortunately for Mercy, attempted murder and kidnapping are just foreplay for the Kyllwood
brothers. Logan may be the youngest of the bunch, but death and violence are already a way of
life. Now he’s ready to complete a painful, terrifying ritual to become one of the Seven,
dedicated to protecting this world from the most dangerous evil it’s ever known. But first he has
to deal with a blackmailing Fae, a ransom demand and his own pounding need for the last female
he ever should have fallen for…. Praise for the Dark Protectors Series “Sizzling sex scenes and a
memorable cast.” —Publishers Weekly on Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of
action…Zanetti keeps getting better.” —RT Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick
Claimed Jul 16 2021 An alpha male vampire must protect his psychic scientist lover in this
paranormal romantic suspense novel from a New York Times–bestselling author. A Daring
Rescue Emma Paulsen is a geneticist driven by science. But she's also a psychic, so when a dark,
good-hearted vampire frees her from the clutches of the evil Kurjans, she realizes he must be the
man who's been haunting her dreams. But with a virus threatening vampires' mates, Emma may
discover a whole new meaning of “lovesick”… A Deadly Decision As King of the Realm, Dage
Kayrs has learned to practice diplomacy. Still, it's taken three hundred years to find his mate, so
he'll stop at nothing to protect her—even if it means turning his back on his own kind. . .
“Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.”—Publishers Weekly
Hunted Oct 31 2022 A vampire prince and a sexy witch wage war against evil—and each
other—in this paranormal romance by the New York Times–bestselling author of Fated. Ready
Or Not Moira Dunne is a witch--the quantum physics kind. Time and space are her playthings.
Which might explain why her one-night stand from a hundred years ago has turned up to “claim”
her—and request her family's assistance with the war he's brewing. But the more she learns about

Connlan Kayrs, the more she comes to think this is normal behavior for him… There's Nowhere
To Hide When Conn and Moira tumbled on the moonlit grass, Conn hadn't meant to mark her as
his mate for all time. She was only twenty! But it wasn't easy to wait for her. It was even harder
to forget her. So when he finally returns for his wicked-hot witch, he's ready to let the sparks
flying. Even if he burns up in flames…. “Fast-paced….Strong chemistry and steamy love
scenes.”—Publishers Weekly
Talen: Dec 21 2021 Danger awaits an alpha male vampire and his botanist wife in this
paranormal romance novella from a New York Times–bestselling author. The war is over. Peace,
at last. Cara Kayrs is healed after decades of illness and ready for a break. Too bad her brooding,
alpha vampire husband can't seem to change gears. In their twenty-five years together Talen
Kayrs has learned to sense every shiver of her body, to ignite her desire with a word or a look.
She would think he could learn she's not some fragile damsel in distress. But Talen is on edge,
watching their backs, treating her like she's made of glass. Like there's something following
them, a deadly threat that somehow none of their intelligence has uncovered. It's enough to drive
a woman crazy, and Talen has plenty of those tendencies already. But what's even more
maddening is that he seems to be right… **Previously published in Wicked Burn** Praise for
the Dark Protectors Series “Hot and fast from beginning to end.”—Kate Douglas on Fated
“Paranormal romance at its best!”—Cynthia Eden “If you want hot, sexy, dangerous
romance…this series is for you.”—Paranormal Haven “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable
cast.”—Publishers Weekly on Claimed
Alpha's Promise Jun 26 2022 To hell and back . . . Though he has vampire, demon, and Viking
blood rushing through his veins, Ivar Kjeidsen’s soul-crushing trip to hell broke him in ways he
can barely fathom. One vow keeps the deadly immortal standing: To rescue the vampire brother
who had sacrificed freedom for him. To do that, Ivar needs the help of a brilliant physicist with
wary brown eyes, fierce brilliance, and skin that's way too soft. Dr. Promise Williams
understands the underpinnings of the universe but has never figured out the human beings
inhabiting it. Her function is to think—and not feel—until she’s touched by a vampire who’s
nowhere near human. The primal hunger in his eyes awakens feelings in her that defy
calculation. As she shows him the way to step between worlds, he brands her with a pleasure that
could last more than a lifetime . . . “Spicy romantic interplay; highly recommended.” —Library
Journal on Vampire’s Faith “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.” —Publishers Weekly on
Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of action... Zanetti keeps getting better.” –
RT Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick
Vampire's Faith Oct 19 2021 A psychic doctor discovers her latest coma patient is a vampire in
this paranormal romance from the New York Times–bestselling author of Fated. Vampire Ronan
Kayrs wasn’t supposed to survive the savage sacrifice he willingly endured to rid the world of
the ultimate evil. He wasn’t supposed to emerge in this time and place, and he sure as hell wasn’t
supposed to finally touch the woman who’s haunted his dreams for centuries. Yet here he is, in
an era where vampires are hidden, the enemy has grown stronger, and his mate has no idea of the
power she holds. Dr. Faith Cooper is flummoxed by irrefutable proof that not only do vampires
exist…they’re hot blooded, able to walk in sunlight, and shockingly sexy. Faith has always
depended on science, but the restlessness she feels around this predatory male defies reason.
Especially when it grows into a hunger only he can satisfy—that is if they can survive the evil
hunting them both. “If you want a hot, sexy vampire; a strong, resilient human doctor; action,
danger, brotherhood, and warriors with a good dose of romance, love, and humor, get your hands
on Vampire’s Faith.”—Fresh Fiction “Hot and fast from beginning to end.”—Kate Douglas on
Fated “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.”—Publishers Weekly on Claimed “A fastpaced, excitement-filled explosion of action… Zanetti keeps getting better.”—RT Book Reviews

on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.” —Publishers
Weekly on Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of
Guardian's Grace Nov 19 2021 Duty—or desire? Vampire soldier Adare O’Cearbhaill’s default
setting is cranky. Or irritated. Or down-right hostile. Still, as a Highlander of honor and duty, he
stepped up to save an enhanced and special human female by mating her—with merely a bite and
a brand. The last person he wants in his life is a fragile human, yet he can’t get her out of his
mind as she regains her strength before taking off for parts unknown. And when he discovers she
is in danger, nothing can stop him from hunting her down—whether she likes it or not. There’s
only one way to find out . . . Photographer Grace Cooper has had it with vampires, demons, and
the rest of an immortal world she was happier not knowing about. She also doesn’t believe she’s
destined for some great battle because of an old birthmark. Forget the fact that her mate is the
sexiest thing on two stubborn feet, or that her brand is fading along with her health. She’ll handle
things on her own—until an old enemy reappears and she learns the only way to stay alive is to
actually mate, wild sex and all, with that ripped and dangerous Adare—a powerful, captivating
Highlander who demands nothing less than everything . . . “Spicy romantic interplay; highly
recommended.” —Library Journal on Vampire’s Faith “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable
cast.” —Publishers Weekly on Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of action…
Zanetti keeps getting better.” —RT Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick
Forgotten Sins: Sin Brothers Book 1 (A heartstopping, addictive thriller) Mar 12 2021 Forgotten
Sins is the first book in New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti's thrilling romantic
suspense series, Sin Brothers, that will be loved by fans of Karen Rose, Kylie Brant, Elaine
Levine, Maya Banks's KGI series and Lisa Jackson. His secrets can destroy her... But her love
can save him... From the moment Josie laid eyes on sexy, mysterious Shane Dean, she was in
love. Their desire ignited a passionate affair, and within weeks, Shane had slipped a ring on her
finger. It seemed her every fantasy was coming true...until her new husband disappeared without
a trace. Now, two years and one broken heart later, Josie is shocked when the hospital calls:
Shane has been found...at a crime scene with no memory of how he got there. Shane can't
remember the blue-eyed angel at his bedside - or who he even is - but he knows something isn't
right. His hearing is razor sharp, his physical strength incredible, and the urge to protect Josie
overwhelming. For powerful enemies are hunting him, and Josie is the key to discovering why.
As Shane struggles to unravel his past, dangerous new truths come to light. Can he protect the
only woman he's ever loved? And can Josie trust a man she thought she knew - one who carries
such a deadly secret? For more addictive romantic suspense look out for the rest of the titles in
the Sin Brothers series and the spin-off series, Blood Brothers: Deadly Silence, Lethal Lies and
Twisted Truths. And for breathtaking passion played out against a dangerous race for survival,
look for the titles in The Scorpius Syndrome series: Mercury Striking, Shadow Falling and
Justice Ascending.
Dark Protectors Bundle: 3 Stories by Rebecca Zanetti Sep 29 2022 From New York Times
bestselling author, Rebecca Zanetti, comes three stories in her Dark Protectors—Reese Family
series... TEASED For almost a century, the Realm’s most deadly assassin, Chalton Reese, has
left war and death in the past, turning instead to strategy, reason, and technology. His fingers,
still stained with blood, now protect with a keyboard instead of a weapon. Until the vampire king
sends him on one more mission; to hunt down a human female with the knowledge to destroy the
Realm. A woman with eyes like emeralds, a brain to match his own, and a passion that might
destroy them both—if the enemy on their heels doesn’t do so first. Olivia Roberts has foregone
relationships with wimpy metro-sexuals in favor of pursuing a good story, bound and determined
to uncover the truth, any truth. When her instincts start humming about missing proprietary
information, she has no idea her search for a story will lead her to a ripped, sexy, and dangerous

male beyond any human man. Setting aside the unbelievable fact that he’s a vampire and she’s
his prey, she discovers that trusting him is the only chance they have to survive the danger
stalking them both. TRICKED Former police psychologist Ronni Alexander had it all before a
poison attacked her heart and gave her a death sentence. Now, on her last leg, she has an
opportunity to live if she mates a vampire. A real vampire. One night of sex and a good bite, and
she’d live forever with no more weaknesses. Well, except for the vampire whose dominance is
over the top, and who has no clue how to deal with a modern woman who can take care of
herself. Jared Reese, who has no intention of ever mating for anything other than convenience,
agrees to help out his new sister in law by saving her friend’s life with a quick tussle in bed. The
plan seems so simple. They’d mate, and he move on with his life and take risks as a modern
pirate should. Except after one night with Ronni, one moment of her sighing his name, and he
wants more than a mating of convenience. Now all he has to do is convince Ronni she wants the
same thing. Good thing he’s up for a good battle. TANGLED Ginny O’Toole has spent a lifetime
repaying her family’s debt, and she’s finally at the end of her servitude with one last job. Of
course, it couldn’t be easy. After stealing the computer files that will free her once and for all,
she finds herself on the run from a pissed off vampire who has never fallen for her helpless act. A
deadly predator too sexy for his own good. If he doesn’t knock it off, he’s going to see just how
powerful she can really be. Theo Reese had been more than irritated at the beautiful yet helpless
witch he’d known a century ago, thinking she was just useless fluff who enjoyed messing with
men’s heads. The second he discovers she’s a ruthless thief determined to bring down his family,
his blood burns and his interest peaks, sending his true nature into hunting mode. When he finds
her, and he will, she’ll understand the real meaning of helpless. **Every 1001 Dark Nights
novella is a standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for
fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**
The Realm Enforcers Bundle (Bundle set) Jan 28 2020 “Zanetti’s Realm Enforcers series is
hot with a capital “H”!” ~RT Books Reviews If you love Rebecca Zanetti’s Dark Protectors, try
the wicked hot Realm Enforcers, together for the first time . . . WICKED RIDE Seattle vice cop
Alexandra Monzelle’s short skirt and sex-kitten heels are tools to lure her suspects into talking
about the deadly new drug hitting the streets. But Kellach Dunne is complicating matters. An
affair with an immortal like him could undo everything—including every bit of her resistance . . .
WICKED EDGE When Coven Nine Enforcer Daire Dunne spots Cee Cee across a Titan’s of
Fire party, it’s not long before she’s back in his apartment. Where after one overheated kiss, she
drugs Daire and steals valuable files that can’t fall into enemy hands. The second he comes to,
the hunt is on . . . WICKED BURN Irish witch Simone Brightston didn’t get to her position on
the high council without serious power. But of all the men she’s known, Nikolaj Veis is the
hardest to intimidate. So when he pulls up on a roaring bike and tells her to climb on or fight it
out, the only thing to do is grab a handful of jacket and hold on tight . . . Praise for the Dark
Protectors series “Non-stop action and a hero to die for!” —Alexandra Ivy “Sizzling sex scenes
and a memorable cast.” —Publishers Weekly on Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled
explosion of action . . . Zanetti keeps getting better.” —RT Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars,
Top Pick “Fast-paced romance . . . very compelling. Highly recommended.” —Library Journal
Lethal Lies: Blood Brothers Book 2 Dec 09 2020 Lethal Lies is the second book in New York
Times bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti's breathtaking romantic suspense series, Blood
Brothers, that will be loved by fans of Karen Rose, Kylie Brant, Elaine Levine, Maya Banks's
KGI series and Lisa Jackson. A deadly secret can't stay buried forever... Revenge. It's the only
thing that helps Anya Best sleep at night. The serial killer who murdered her sister is on the
loose, and Anya will stop at nothing to put him behind bars. But she can't do it alone. Private
investigator Heath Jones's job is to bring the bad guys to justice. He knew the Copper Killer's

latest victim so when her sister asks for help, he's all in. But when Anya uses the media to taunt
the killer, she exposes Heath's identity, putting them both in jeopardy. Now, long-buried secrets
are coming to light - and the forces determined to destroy Heath are watching, waiting to exact
their own revenge by any means necessary... For more addictive romantic suspense look out for
the rest of the titles in the Blood Brothers and Sin Brothers series. And for thrilling passion
played out against a dangerous race for survival, look for the titles in The Scorpius Syndrome
series: Mercury Striking, Shadow Falling, Justice Ascending.
WOLF Aug 05 2020 Rebecca Zanetti returns to the paranormal! When Mia Stone is asked to
consult on a case in the middle of nowhere, she leaps at the chance to escape the disaster that has
become her FBI career, while ignoring the threat still pursuing her. The case turns out to involve
the dangerously sexy Seth Volk, who's a bad-boy on his best day and a predatory wolf on his
worst. Literally. # 1 in Kindle Vella at launch! Wolf was initially published in Kindle Vella
Consumed Feb 08 2021 An alpha male werelion and his human mate work to save his pack in
this paranormal romantic suspense novel from a New York Times–bestselling author. Sometimes
You Mate For Life Katie Smith is the best of her class, part of an elite hunting force trained to
eliminate werewolves from the hills of Western Virginia. She's good at it because she has the
kind of focus and drive that won't back down no matter how steep the odds. Call it southern sass.
Whatever it is, there's no denying her willingness to risk everything for the only man she's ever
cared about—a man on the verge of losing his very humanity… Sometimes You Mate To Stay
Alive For the past ten years Jordan Pride has dedicated his life to protecting his people from a
deadly shifter virus. But in a rare moment of distraction, Jordan's guard drops just long enough
for his fate to take an irreversible twist. Unless the woman he loves surrenders everything to him,
again and again, under a full moon rising…. Praise for the Dark Protectors Series “Hot and fast
from beginning to end.”—New York Times–bestselling author Kate Douglas on Fated
“Paranormal romance at its best!”—Cynthia Eden “If you want hot, sexy, dangerous
romance…this series is for you.”—Paranormal Haven “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable
cast.”—Publishers Weekly on Claimed
BAILED OUT Apr 12 2021 The Past Never Stays Buried Anna Albertini is settling into a routine
while ignoring the fact that the blue-eyed Irishman she’d allowed into her bed has up and
disappeared on her. Two weeks without a phone call is no big deal, but still. With her hottie
Italian boss goofing up the prosecuting attorney’s office, she at least has something to fix. Until
she appears in court, across from her sister Tessa’s dirtbag ex. Then she has a mission.
Unfortunately, Anna isn’t the only person who wants the ex put behind bars…or in the ground.
Which is not a problem until she and a local cop find the ex-boyfriend deader than dead…with
both her sister and Aiden standing over the body. As a prosecuting attorney, it’s Anna’s job to
build a case against Tessa and Aiden. As a sister, it’s SO her job to get Tess out of this mess. As
Aiden’s…what? Lover—girlfriend—friend from the past—it’s Anna’s job to figure out who the
heck he really is. She has to dig out the truth, regardless of her ambitious boss or the cranky cop
trying to thwart her every move. Sometimes a woman has to take matters into her own hands,
regardless of the consequences.
Garrett's Destiny Aug 29 2022 Perfect for fans of Katee Robert and pulsing with passion,
adventure, and paranormal suspense and romance, the latest novel in the New York Times
bestselling Dark Protectors series delivers an immortal alpha male hero with a fated love and an
epic destiny… Love and danger . . . For most of his life, Vampire-Demon Garrett Kayrs, nephew
of the King of the Realm, has carried a heavy mantle of responsibility with ease and control. Fate
declared him heir to the throne, Fortune marked him with the power of the mysterious circle of
Seven, and Chance promised more surprises to come. Nothing deterred him from his path. Until
the nightmares began—agonizing dreams of having a female, the female, his mate, on the back

of his motorcycle—only to have her torn away from his protection. He feels the menace around
her, the danger she’s in, and he can’t rest until he finds her . . . Duty and desire . . . Destiny
Applegate bears the weight of her name with a respectful balance of fear and purpose. She has
been given some direction, but not nearly enough to truly understand her duty, what she was born
to do. Even as a child, she had a sense of him. The him, her mate. A dream moment or two with
him that might have saved her—or possibly cursed her. So now, when he finds her, she has no
choice but to jump on the back of his bike and do her best to hold on until she discovers her
path—even if that means ending his. “Spicy romantic interplay; highly recommended.”
—Library Journal on Vampire’s Faith “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.” —Publishers
Weekly on Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of action. . . . Zanetti keeps
getting better.” —RT Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick
Total Surrender: Sin Brothers Book 4 (A suspenseful, compelling thriller) Jul 24 2019 Total
Surrender is the fourth book in New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti's thrilling
romantic suspense series, Sin Brothers, that will be loved by fans of Karen Rose, Kylie Brant,
Elaine Levine, Maya Banks's KGI series and Lisa Jackson. A fight he must win... A passion she
can't resist... Piper Oliver knows she can't trust him. They warned her that the tall, dark, and sexy
black-ops soldier Jory Dean would try to win her over with his steel-gray eyes and deadly charm,
but she won't be conned by this man they call a traitor. All she has to do is figure out the science
necessary to save his life, and she's done. Something isn't adding up, though, and she won't rest
until she uncovers the truth - even if it's buried in his deep, dangerous kiss. Jory will do anything
to reunite with and save his brothers - even kidnap the gorgeous woman who's working to
deactivate the deadly chip in their spines. But the forces determined to destroy his family won't
let them go so easily. Keeping Piper alive is more than he bargained for - and so is his burning
desire for her. But with every second bringing him closer to certain death, can he afford to lose
himself in her hot and willing embrace? For more addictive romantic suspense look out for the
rest of the titles in the Sin Brothers series and the spin-off series, Blood Brothers: Deadly
Silence, Lethal Lies and Twisted Truths. And for breathtaking passion played out against a
dangerous race for survival, look for the titles in The Scorpius Syndrome series: Mercury
Striking, Shadow Falling and Justice Ascending.
Adverse Possession Jan 10 2021 The plural form of Nemesis is Nemeses Anna Albertini never
thought she’d have to look up the plural form of nemesis. In fact, she never thought she’d have
one, much less three. But as she and her new partner try to make a go of their fledgling law firm,
enemies come from every direction. First, there’s a newspaper reporter trying to make a name for
herself by dogging Anna’s every move. Second, there’s a lawyer on the opposite side of every
case who just doesn’t like Anna. And third, there’s Aiden Devlin’s ex-girlfriend, who decides to
descend upon the sleeping Idaho town like a bird of prey. It’s too bad she’s discovered
dead…after finding herself on the wrong end of a potato gun, putting Anna top of the suspect
list. Anna deals with every day as it arrives while juggling her developing relationship with
Aiden, trying to pay her rent by finding at least one client who pays, and finally by partnering
with her Nonna Albertini in the world’s most chaotic plan to match-make her sister with the Elk
County’s prosecuting attorney, Nick Basanelli. It’s a good thing Anna has learned to thrive in
chaos.
Disorderly Conduct Mar 31 2020 Bullets and Kisses Can Burn The last person Anna Albertini
expects to see in an orange jumpsuit in District Court—a place she SO doesn't belong as a new
prosecuting attorney—is Aiden Devlin, the man who’d saved her life when they were kids. For
years, she has dreamed about him. Now here he is—his eyes blue, his chest wide, and his hands
in cuffs. Sure, Aiden says he doesn’t want her help, and his ties to a deadly motorcycle club
should give her warning. Yes, her new boss is a sexy Italian bad boy who might be using the case

to climb to the top. Plus, the detective assigned to the case, with his green eyes and broad
shoulders, wants her to stay out of his way. With so much testosterone surrounding her all of a
sudden, most women would find it hard to concentrate. This might be why the case leads Anna to
yelp during a spa appointment, fall out of a tree, and chase a naked old man around the
courtroom. It’s a good thing Anna learned a long time ago to be her own hero, no matter how fast
the bullets fly or the kisses consume.
Provoked Oct 07 2020 An alpha male vampire must persuade a vegan pacifist demon slayer to
help him in battle in this paranormal romance by a New York Times–bestselling author. A TIME
FOR WAR… A casualty of the war between the demons and the vampires, Jase Kayrs has been
missing for six long years. His older brothers want answers—but they’re going to have to get
them from an unlikely source. For when Kane Kayrs tracks down Amber Freebird, what he finds
is a blonde, vegan pacifist who has no intention of using her skills in his war… A TIME FOR
LOVE… Amber enjoys her life of chaotic freedom and has no intention of falling in line just
because a sexy-as-sin vampire insists on order. Unfortunately, he discovers she may be the only
hope they have of finding his brother, and there’s no way he’s going to let her go—even if it
means mating her to gain her cooperation. The two are as different as can be, yet when the
dominant Kane and the untamed Amber finally unite to rescue Jase, they just may find that
opposites really do attract…. Praise for the Dark Protectors Series “Hot and fast from beginning
to end.”—New York Times–bestselling author Kate Douglas on Fated “Paranormal romance at
its best!”—Cynthia Eden “If you want hot, sexy, dangerous romance…this series is for
you.”—Paranormal Haven “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.”—Publishers Weekly on
Claimed
Hero's Haven Jul 28 2022 He’s her darkest fantasy. . . After years of struggling, Haven Daly has
finally accepted that she’s nuttier than a fruitcake. Why else would she see visions of a beautiful
but tormented male every night . . . and actually believe she can talk to him, even feel his touch?
But thanks to those dream journeys, she can paint images nobody else on earth can duplicate. In
each brush stroke, she captures the blatant masculinity and raw desire in his eyes that promise
he’s coming for her...and soon. She’s the light that keeps him going. . . Quade Kayrs has already
suffered a lifetime of pain and torture. Completely isolated, he kept his sanity thanks to one
beautiful female, a vision with kind emerald eyes. In the end, her soft voice led him out of hell.
Now, naked and alone, he’s in a strange world that bears little resemblance to the one he left
behind. All he knows is Haven. All he wants is Haven. His final mission? To protect her from the
evil hunting them both—whether she likes it or not . . . “Spicy romantic interplay; highly
recommended.” —Library Journal on Vampire’s Faith “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable
cast.” —Publishers Weekly on Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of action...
Zanetti keeps getting better.” —RT Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick
Wicked Kiss Nov 27 2019 A woman in search of answers gets kidnapped by a sexy witch
enforcer in this paranormal romance by the New York Times–bestselling author of Fated. If you
love the Dark Protectors, these wicked hot Realm Enforcers are for you! Working as an
informant for the DEA, Victoria Monzelle is used to living on the edge. But she’s not a big fan of
getting kidnapped. And definitely not by a bunch of bad boy witches with fancy-colored fire to
shoot at people. So when Adam Dunne shows up and claims to be a witch enforcer, she’s not
going to put her life in his hands based on his word, no matter how smooth and smart and
beautifully Irish his words sound. But on the run from a tribunal of witches, she isn’t going to
make it far… Before she knows it, Adam’s word is all that stands between her and execution.
Sophisticated, just-gotta-ruffle-him Adam has vowed to make her his one eternal mate, wild and
unpredictable as she is—to save her from a sentence of certain death. But Tori isn’t interested in
being anyone’s pity date. And if they think she’s unpredictable now, they should see what’s

coming next…. Praise for the Realm Enforcers series “Zanetti gives paranormal a sexy MC
twist!”—Joanna Wylde, New York Times–bestselling author on Wicked Burn “The steam level
will appeal to fans of Christine Feehan and Nalini Singh.”—Library Journal on Wicked Bite
Shadowed Oct 26 2019 A sexy vampire and a badass witch must unite to save each other in this
USA Today–bestselling paranormal romantic suspense novel. Danger signs rise off Jase Kayrs
like steam—the scars, the secrets, the strength. He's got a mission, and he's not interested in
much outside of it. Except Brenna Dunne. Brenna was an ass-kicking, name-taking
witch—before the poison that's killing her sapped her powers too. She knows there's more to Jase
than a handsome face and an ugly history. But there's no time to find out what. Taking him as her
mate might save her life. But once she unleashes the force of his desire, there will be no turning
back... Ready or not, here they come.... Praise for the Dark Protectors Series “Hot and fast from
beginning to end.”—New York Times–bestselling author Kate Douglas on Fated “Paranormal
romance at its best!”—Cynthia Eden “If you want hot, sexy, dangerous romance…this series is
for you.”—Paranormal Haven “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.”—Publishers Weekly
on Claimed
Wicked Burn Dec 29 2019 A witch needs a demon biker to clear her name in this paranormal
romance by the New York Times–bestselling author of the Dark Protectors Series. If you love
the Dark Protectors, these wicked hot Realm Enforcers are for you! Simone Brightston knows
she can beat the rap her enemies are pinning on her. An Irish witch is nobody's fool, and she
didn't get to her position on the high council without serious power. But her cousins want her to
hide out—and they somehow convinced her arch nemesis to play getaway driver. Of all the men
she's known, Nikolaj Veis is the hardest to intimidate. With his demon-dark eyes and his
inscrutable beauty, he's as desirable as he is dangerous. And he knows better than to
underestimate Simone. So when he pulls up on a roaring bike and tells her to climb on or fight it
out, she grabs a handful of jacket and holds on tight. Running from the law may not be the
smartest plan. But when it comes to Nick, hot pursuit and a blazing fast ride are exactly what
Simone's looking for…. “Zanetti gives paranormal a sexy MC twist!”—Joanna Wylde, New
York Times–bestselling author “Non-stop action and a hero to die for!”—Alexandra Ivy, New
York Times–bestselling author “Unexpected twists enhance Zanetti’s classic mix of intrigue,
humor, and heat, ensuring that the third Realm Enforcer urban fantasy…is action-packed and
memorable.”—Publishers Weekly
Blind Faith: Sin Brothers Book 3 (A gripping, addictive thriller) Nov 07 2020 Blind Faith is the
third book in New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti's thrilling romantic suspense
series, Sin Brothers, that will be loved by fans of Karen Rose, Kylie Brant, Elaine Levine, Maya
Banks's KGI series and Lisa Jackson. A betrayal he couldn't forget... A love she couldn't deny...
For Nate Dean, love is a four-letter word. As part of a secret black-ops military unit, he and his
brothers were genetically engineered by the government to be ruthless soldiers with an expiration
date. They were loyal only to one another...until Nate laid eyes on the woman who stole his heart
and blew his world apart. Now, years later, his family is still paying the price for his mistake. But
as time runs out, there's only one person who can save his family: the very woman Nate swore
he'd never trust again. The moment Audrey Madison spies Nate across a crowded ballroom, she
can barely breathe. He's just as undeniably sexy as she remembers, yet there's an edge to him
now that's as irresistible as it is dangerous. When he asks for her help, Audrey can't refuse. But
she has secrets of her own - secrets that, if Nate ever discovers them, may cost them both their
lives... For more addictive romantic suspense look out for the rest of the titles in the Sin Brothers
series and the spin-off series, Blood Brothers: Deadly Silence, Lethal Lies and Twisted Truths.
And for breathtaking passion played out against a dangerous race for survival, look for the titles
in The Scorpius Syndrome series: Mercury Striking, Shadow Falling and Justice Ascending.

Wicked Bite Jul 04 2020 A witch shakes up the world of a shapeshifting biker in this paranormal
romance by the New York Times–bestselling author of the Dark Protectors series. If you love the
Dark Protectors, these wicked hot Realm Enforcers are for you! As she hunts for a drug lord
killing her fellow witches, all Nessa Lansa’s instincts point to the Grizzly motorcycle club. That
might be because their leader, Bear, is the strong, silent shifter type: warm brown eyes and more
muscle and alpha male than any woman can ignore. Which makes Nessa’s plan to seduce and
betray him all the more dangerous… Bear doesn’t trust the curvy, blue-eyed witch. But Nessa
can heal the injuries that sap his strength. And since he can’t stop thinking of her lush body and
teasing smile, her plan to mate him to reclaim her own power is highly tempting. Just one
problem. Once a desire this wild is loose, no one will ever control it…. “Zanetti hits a home run
with this one. The steam level will appeal to fans of Christine Feehan and Nalini
Singh.”—Library Journal “I think you will love this roller coaster ride with this seemingly
mismatched couple, who are in truth exactly what the other needs.”—Fresh Fiction —Kate
Douglas on Fated “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.” —Publishers Weekly on Claimed
“A fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of action… Zanetti keeps getting better.” –RT Book
Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick
Wicked Ride Sep 17 2021 A Irish biker joins up with a sexy cop get to take down a drug ring in
this paranormal romance by the New York Times–bestselling author of the Deep Ops series. If
you love the Dark Protectors, these wicked hot Realm Enforcers are for you! Alexandra
Monzelle is a hard-fighting, heat-packing Seattle vice cop, and she’s not much interested in being
protected. Her short skirt and sex-kitten heels are tools to lure her suspects into talking about the
deadly new drug hitting the streets. She can take care of herself and then some. Unfortunately,
she can’t seem to get that through to Kellach Dunne. Kellach is a fresh import from Dublin, and
he’s landed at the heart of a vicious motorcycle club that deals in guns, narcotics, and mayhem.
He’s all male, all rough power—and all interference in her damn investigation. Maybe he’s one
of the good guys. Maybe not. Lex knows an affair with an immortal like him would risk
everything. No matter how delicious he looks… Praise for the Realm Enforcers series “Zanetti
gives paranormal a sexy MC twist!”—Joanna Wylde, New York Times–bestselling author on
Wicked Burn “The steam level will appeal to fans of Christine Feehan and Nalini
Singh.”—Library Journal on Wicked Bite
Wicked Edge Jun 02 2020 A mysterious blonde causes trouble for a biker witch in this
paranormal romance by the New York Times–bestselling author of the Dark Protectors Series. If
you love the Dark Protectors, these wicked hot Realm Enforcers are for you! Daire Dunne is
more than ready to take a quick break from his duties as a Coven Nine Enforcer. When he spots a
sexy blonde at a Titans of Fire Motorcycle Club party, it’s not long before she’s on the back of
his Harley on the fast track to his apartment. Unfortunately, one overheated kiss in, the woman
drugs Daire and steals valuable files that can’t fall into enemy hands. The second he comes to,
the hunt is on... Now that Cee Cee has the information to take down an enemy that destroyed her
family, she can implement her perfect plan for revenge. Nothing will stop her, not even a
shockingly sexy enforcer barging into her life. Not even the spectacular, fire-branding sex
engulfing them. But if Daire ever figures out who her family really is, all bets are off.... “Zanetti
delivers decadently delicious romance….The wild action rarely stops.”—Publishers Weekly,
STARRED REVIEW “Zanetti’s Realm Enforcers series is hot with a capital “H”!...A great read
to add to your collection.”—RT Book Reviews, 4.5 Stars Top Pick
The Dark Protectors May 14 2021 The first 4 entries in the Dark Protectors series, featuring 4
alpha male vampires and the women they yearn for—from a New York Times–bestselling
author. Driven by prophecy, the Dark Protectors are sexy male vampires, fearless and born to
mate with human females—for eternity. Fated Talen Kayrs is on a mission, and Cara Paulsen

takes him as her mate, nothing can stop the force of his desire…. Claimed Vampire king Dage
Kayrs knows that when he encounters the brilliant geneticist Emma Paulsen, the power of their
coming together will never be decoded…. Tempted When bodyguard Max Petrovsky is sent to
rescue Sarah Pringle from the evil Kurjans chasing her, he’s willing to go far beyond the call of
duty…. Hunted It’s taken over a century for ultimate soldier Connor Kayrs to consummate his
union with the powerful witch Moira Dunne, but the time has come…. Ready or not, can you
take the heat? Praise for the Dark Protectors Series “If you want hot, sexy, dangerous
romance…this series is for you.”—Paranormal Haven “Hot and fast from beginning to
end.”—Kate Douglas on Fated “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.”—Publishers Weekly
on Claimed
Rebel's Karma May 26 2022 There’s no denying destiny . . . For too long, Benjamin Reese has
masked his deadly skills and temper with loyalty and humor. A vampire-demon hybrid, he
fiercely protects his family, guards his brothers, and destroys the enemy without mercy. But
when he discovers one fragile, beautiful blonde—a woman once mated to a Kurjan, no
less—every primal instinct he has buried for centuries roars to life. With the mating mark she
roused on his hand entwining their fates, no one will prevent him from keeping her safe and
making her his, forever . . . Or desire . . . Karma wishes she could remember her last name. Or if
she even had one. All she has in this confusing new world is a desperate duty to save the
innocent. That means destroying the dark, dangerous, and desirable Benjamin Reese and
everything he loves—an impossible task even before his touch arouses a passionate hunger she
can’t afford. She’s certain a deadly enemy watches her every move, but it’s not until Benny
kisses her that she tastes true danger… “Spicy romantic interplay; highly recommended.”
—Library Journal on Vampire’s Faith “Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.” —Publishers
Weekly on Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of action. . .Zanetti keeps getting
better.” –RT Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick
Deadly Silence Jun 14 2021 DON'T LOOK BACK Under siege. That's how Ryker Jones feels.
The Lost Bastards Investigative Agency he opened up with his blood brothers has lost a client in
a brutal way. The past he can't outrun is resurfacing, threatening to drag him down in the
undertow. And the beautiful woman he's been trying to keep at arm's length is in danger...and
he'll destroy anything and anyone to keep her safe. Paralegal Zara Remington is in over her head.
She's making risky moves at work by day and indulging in an affair with a darkly dangerous PI
by night. There's a lot Ryker isn't telling her and the more she uncovers, the less she wants to
know. But when all hell breaks loose, Ryker may be the only one to save her. If his past doesn't
catch up to them first... Full of twists and turns you won't see coming, Deadly Silence is New
York Times bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti at her suspenseful best. Fans of New York Times
bestsellers Maya Banks, Lisa Gardner, and Lisa Jackson will love Deadly Silence. RT Book
Reviews Readers' Choice Award Winner!
Knight Awakening Jan 22 2022 The Line Between Obsession and Love has Disappeared The
world has changed. Any rules that might’ve been in place before the Scorpius bacterium ripped
through civilization and decreased its population are no longer in place. Obsession and survival
are the new reality. So, Marcus Knight, after a hellish time in captivity that stole most of his
memory and all of his soul, has one focus, and that’s keeping Dr. Penelope Kim safe in the
aftermath. She’d risked her life to save him once, and she’s all that matters. For months, he’s
kept his distance, protecting her from afar, because he knows that one touch—one sigh—one
kiss—from her will never be enough. Passion is a Dangerous and Deadly Temptation Penny Kim
is one of the few doctors still living, and she alone holds the key to ensuring the human race
continues. Several of her friends are pregnant, and the clock is ticking down on their survival.
Her days are filled with experiments and hope, while her nights are consumed with visions and

dreams of the hard-bodied and powerful soldier who’s made her safety his one and only mission.
She should be wary of him; she should be terrified of him. Yet all she feels is an unreal craving
for his touch that gets stronger every day. Life is short, and she’s unwilling to wait, unaware of
the danger already hunting them both. Some risks are worth it, even in this new and dangerous
world. “Thrilling, post-apocalyptic romance at its dark, sizzling best!” --New York Times
bestselling author Lara Adrian
Teased: A Dark Protectors--Reese Family Novella Aug 24 2019 From New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti comes a new story in her Dark Protectors
series… The Hunter For almost a century, the Realm’s most deadly assassin, Chalton Reese, has
left war and death in the past, turning instead to strategy, reason, and technology. His fingers,
still stained with blood, now protect with a keyboard instead of a weapon. Until the vampire king
sends him on one more mission; to hunt down a human female with the knowledge to destroy the
Realm. A woman with eyes like emeralds, a brain to match his own, and a passion that might
destroy them both—if the enemy on their heels doesn’t do so first. The Hunted Olivia Roberts
has foregone relationships with wimpy metro-sexuals in favor of pursuing a good story, bound
and determined to uncover the truth, any truth. When her instincts start humming about missing
proprietary information, she has no idea her search for a story will lead her to a ripped, sexy, and
dangerous male beyond any human man. Setting aside the unbelievable fact that he’s a vampire
and she’s his prey, she discovers that trusting him is the only chance they have to survive the
danger stalking them both. **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new
readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s
series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**
Marked Aug 17 2021 A psychic discovers the man of her dreams is a vampire-demon—and her
kidnapper—in this paranormal romance by a New York Times–bestselling author. Janie Kayrs
has known Zane almost her whole life. He was her friend in the dream world. She trusted him.
But that was before he kidnapped her, spiriting her away to an isolated cabin to learn what her
dreams never told her. Like how dangerous he looks. How he got on the wrong side of the
negotiating table. And how much sexier he is in real life… Zane is a battle-hardened warrior,
used to command and solitude. But Janie has attracted him from the minute they met. His need
for her could destroy everything he's worked for, but the risk is too sweet not to take it. They call
her the Chosen One. But when it comes down to the questions of peace or war, life or death,
safety or passion, it will be Janie who makes the choice…. Praise for the Dark Protectors Series
“Marked is a fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of action that will not disappoint. Zanetti
keeps getting better.”—RT Book Reviews, 4.5 Stars Top Pick “Hot and fast from beginning to
end.”—New York Times–bestselling author Kate Douglas on Fated “Paranormal romance at its
best!”—New York Times–bestselling author Cynthia Eden “If you want hot, sexy, dangerous
romance…this series is for you.”—Paranormal Haven
Vixen: A Dark Protectors/Rebels Novella Apr 24 2022 From New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti comes a new story in her Dark Protectors/Rebels series…
Tabi Rusko has a simple to-do list: Rob a bank, steal a recording, set up a lucrative factory, and
survive the assassins on her tail. Sure, she’s a demoness with the cunning and instincts that come
with her species, but she’s always spent more time exploring than training, and her fighting skills
are okay at best. One sexy man, a human cop no less, is responsible for her being stuck in a small
hick town and forced into a human anger-management group that’s crazier than her. To make
matters worse, his dangerous blue eyes and hard body leave her breathless and ready to rumble,
and his overbearing attitude is a challenge a demoness can’t refuse. Evan O’Connell just wants to
enjoy his time out of the military by policing a small town and hopefully pulling cats from trees
and helping old ladies cross the street before he succumbs to the disease plaguing him. The last

thing he needs is a stunning, too sexy, pain in the butt blonde casing his bank and causing a
ruckus everywhere she goes. There’s something different about her that he can’t figure out, and
when she offers him immortality in exchange for her freedom, he discovers that isn’t enough.
One touch of her, a whirlwind beyond his imagination, and he wants the Vixen to be his forever,
as soon as he takes care of the centuries old killers on her tail. **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella
is a standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s
a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**
Holiday Rogue May 02 2020 Danger and Mistletoe are a Deadly Combination Bosco Albertini
learned the hard way that focusing on his career is a lot safer than investing in love. So when he
meets his sweet new neighbor, he puts her firmly in the friend zone, despite her soft hazel eyes,
sharp wit, and tempting curves. It soon becomes difficult to keep her there because his brothers,
his Nonna, and even his dog already adore her—and he’s not far behind. Marlie Kreuk accepts
the friend zone from the too sexy soldier because, hey, when a guy puts you there, he’s a moron
who doesn’t deserve more. But when danger comes for her and Bosco risks his spectacular body
to protect her, she can’t help but wish for romance. Although, he’s going to have to work for it.
With danger all around, Bosco and Marlie must face their explosive attraction while defeating
deadly attackers, but even that is nothing compared to handling the Albertini matchmakers
during the Christmas season. Busting out of that friend zone and surviving will take all of
Bosco’s training, Marlie’s courage, and the magic of the holidays.
Blaze Erupting: Scorpius Syndrome/A Brigade Novella Feb 20 2022 From New York Times
bestselling author, Rebecca Zanetti, comes a new Scorpius Syndrome/A Brigade Novella…
Hugh Johnson is nobody’s hero, and the idea of being in the limelight makes him want to growl.
He takes care of his brothers, does his job, and enjoys a mellow evening hanging with his hound
dog and watching the sports channel. So when sweet and sexy Ellie Smithers from his college
chemistry class asks him to save millions of people from a nuclear meltdown, he doggedly steps
forward while telling himself that the world hasn’t changed and he can go back to his relaxing
life. One look at Ellie and excitement doesn’t seem so bad. Eleanor Smithers knows that the
Scorpius bacteria has and will change life as we know it, but that’s a concern for another day.
She’s been hand-picked as the computer guru for The Brigade, which is the USA’s first line of
defense against all things Scorpius, including homegrown terrorists who’ve just been waiting for
a chance to strike. Their target is a nuclear power plant in the east, and the only person who can
help her is Hugh, the sexy, laconic, dangerous man she had a crush on so long ago. **Every 1001
Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s
world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as
much as we do.**
Winter Igniting Sep 25 2019
Twisted Truths: Blood Brothers Book 3 Jun 22 2019 Twisted Truths is the third book in New
York Times bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti's breathtaking romantic suspense series, Blood
Brothers, that will be loved by fans of Karen Rose, Kylie Brant, Elaine Levine, Maya Banks's
KGI series and Lisa Jackson. Noni is desperate. Her infant niece has been kidnapped, and the
only person who can save her is a private detective with too many secrets to count - and more
enemies than he can name. A man who walked away from Noni without any warning a year ago
and broke her heart. But with Talia's life on the line, Noni won't take no for an answer... The
moment Denver Jones sees Noni, the memories come rushing back. The fire in her eyes. The
determination in her voice. The danger of having her in his life. Denver had to push her away
once, but now with vicious criminals threatening Noni and her niece, he'll do whatever it takes to
protect them. But enemies from his past are circling, and they'll use anything - and anyone - to
get to Denver. For more addictive romantic suspense look out for the rest of the titles in the

Blood Brothers and Sin Brothers series. And for thrilling passion played out against a dangerous
race for survival, look for the titles in The Scorpius Syndrome series: Mercury Striking, Shadow
Falling, Justice Ascending.
Santa's Subpoena Sep 05 2020 So Much for Peace During the Holidays Anna Albertini has her
hands full during the holiday season. Her boyfriend Aiden is back in town after being undercover
across the country for the last three months, and his sudden over-protectiveness is a little too
much. In addition, Nonna’s latest matchmaking scheme has been so far thwarted by the two most
stubborn candidates alive, and Nonna is out of patience and bringing out the big guns. Anna is
forced to both protect her sister and run interference, when she’d like to jump in and find a
happily ever after for everyone instead. To add to her already hectic life, her life-long stalker is
about to make a move and doesn’t hide that frightening fact, although Anna is more than ready
for him. In fact, she’s willing to draw him out to finally bring him down—regardless of the
consequences. Finally, Santa has been arrested and charged for murder, needing a good lawyer.
Who would arrest Santa? Anna can’t let this stand. It’s a good thing Christmas is a time of magic
and miracles, because she’s going to need one.
Deadly Silence: Blood Brothers Book 1 Feb 29 2020 Deadly Silence is the first book in New
York Times bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti's breathtaking romantic suspense series, Blood
Brothers, that will be loved by fans of Karen Rose, Kylie Brant, Elaine Levine, Maya Banks's
KGI series and Lisa Jackson. Run for your life... And don't look back. Paralegal Zara Remington
is in over her head. Helping out a friend has put not only her job but her life in jeopardy. Zara
needs help from someone she can trust - she just doesn't expect it to be the mysterious PI who
recently appeared in her life. Ryker Jones has problems of his own, including recovering from
his investigative agency's recent brutal loss of a client. He wants to keep Zara at arm's length and protect her from the reality of what he's running from. But when danger arrives on Zara's
doorstep, Ryker can't walk away. He might be the only one who can save her - if his deadly past
doesn't catch up with them first... For more addictive romantic suspense look out for the rest of
the titles in the Blood Brothers and Sin Brothers series. And for thrilling passion played out
against a dangerous race for survival, look for the titles in The Scorpius Syndrome series:
Mercury Striking, Shadow Falling, Justice Ascending.
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